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Approach

• Allows cached information to be omitted in handshake protocol
  1. Client provides hashes over cached data in Client Hello
  2. Server acknowledge in Server Hello
  3. Server replace cached info with hash supplied by client

• Finished message calculated over actual exchanged data
Replacing cached objects in HS protocol
Message flow

Client

Client Hello with Cached Information Extension

Server

Server Hello with empty Cached Information Extension

Example use

Certificate Message

- Regular
  - Type
  - Len
  - certificate_list

- or
  - Type
  - Len
  - CI Algo
  - CI Hash

Example use
Status

• Last IETF indicated potential objections to the proposed approach, alt proposed improvements
  – Need for server to indicate in server hello exactly which objects it intends to replace
  – Server indication of accepted/preferred hash algorithms for further optimizations
• No concrete proposals since last IETF
• Thus - No changes since last IETF
Way forward
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